Menu
The Serenity Café first began in 2008 when Comas supported a small group
of people in recovery from addiction to stage a series of club nights to help
people overcome social isolation whilst facing the challenges of life without
drugs and alcohol.
The club nights were a massive success and since then, a growing
community of people worked hard to establish the Serenity Café we see
today—a thriving community centre for people in recovery, with a public
café staffed by volunteers in recovery gaining work experience and
qualifications.
The members prices you see on the menu (M) are designed so that people
on benefits can afford to participate in the community life of the café.
We are grateful that public customers accept the slightly higher nonmembers prices (NM), to help us survive and thrive, in conjunction with a
range of grants from trusts and foundations.

If you would like to help us more, go to www.comas.org.uk/support-us
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All of our possible allergens are underlined throughout the menu. Written information is available on our notice board or from a member of staff.
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Breakfast (all day)
Hearty
Serenity Breakfast

M £3.50 NM £5.50

Sausage, Bacon, Egg, Beans, Tattie Scone, Black Pudding & Toast *
Poached Eggs on Spinach and Mushrooms with Toast (V)*

M £3.50

NM £4.95

Omelette with cheese / peppers / tomato (V) GF

M £3.50

NM £4.95

French Toast *

M £3.00

NM £4.50

Lightly fried eggy handcut bread, with bacon and maple syrup
Healthy
Porridge

Hot oats in the Scots tradition, made the way you like it (V )

M £1.20 NM £2.50
Add fresh fruit for £0.50p

Toasted Buckwheat Gluten-Free Muesli GF
M £1.50 NM £2.45
Cold oats, dried fruit and nuts, topped with fresh fruit and natural yoghurt (V)
Smaller
Breakfast roll, choose from:

Egg/Tattie Scone/Black Pudding/Bacon/Sausage
Thick toast * (per slice) with butter / jam / peanut butter

1 filling
2 fillings

M £2.00 NM £.2.50
M £2.50 NM £3.00
M £1.00 NM £1.00

* Gluten Free available

Smaller Things
Soup of the Day—Served with Crusty Bread (V)

M £2.00 NM £3.00

Baked Potato

M £2.50 NM £3.95

or

Sandwiches on Handcut Bread *

Choose your filling: cheese, beans, coleslaw, hummus, chutney, onions, sweet chilli sauce,
chicken mayonnaise, tomato, peppers, stir fried broccoli. Served with salad.
Club Sandwich

M £3.50 NM £4.50

Chicken Mayo, Bacon, Cheddar Cheese , Lettuce & Tomato
OR Mozarella, Tomato, Spinach and Pesto (V)*
Homemade Hummus—with crunchy veg for dipping (V) GF

M £2.50 NM £3.50

Skinny Fries with Garlic Mayonnaise (V)

M £1.50 NM £2.25

* Gluten Free available
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Healthy Salads
Our Summer Salad Bar is open! Daily salad specials at the counter (V)

M £3.00 NM £4.50

Hot Grilled Halloumi Cheese Salad (V)

M £3.00 NM £4.50

A simple Mediterranean salad with balsamic dressing

Hearty Lunches (noon—late)
Bean and Butternut Squash Fritters

M £4.00 NM £5.50

Served in a wrap with hummus and salad (V)
Serenity Cheeseburger

M £4.00 NM £5.95

Homemade beef pattie, tomato & mayo, on a toasted bun with fries & salad
Home-made meatballs with tomato sauce

M £4.00 NM £5.45

On a bed of fries - topped with cheese if you like it
Serenity’s famous Dumpling/Noodle Soup

M £3.00 NM £4.50

Chinese-style soup base with vegetables, noodles and dumplings, choose from:

Hon Tsuyu Soup—a delicious savoury broth with noodles and chicken

Miso Soup—vegetarian option served with tofu (V)

Dumpling Soup—Chinese vegetable dumplings with Hon Tsuyu or Miso base
Singapore Noodle Bowl

M £3.00 NM £4.50

A drier noodle dish, with our own spice blend, served with chicken or tofu

Children
Beans on Toast (V) *

M £1.00

NM £2.00

Pasta + Cheese Sauce (V)

M £1.95

NM £2.95

Sausage + Chips

M £1.95

NM £2.95

Hummus and vegetable batons for dipping (V) GF

M £1.00

NM £2.00

Cup of soup with bread *

M £1.00

NM £2.00

* Gluten Free available

Or ask for a half-portion of any item on the menu

Keep an eye on our specials board
daily specials use seasonal ingredients
and chef’s imagination
All of our possible allergens are underlined throughout the menu. Written
information is available on our notice board or from a member of staff.

Sweet Things
Browse our counter for a selection of cakes, tray bakes and sweets.
We try to have GF Cakes as often as possible.
We also have fruit!

Hot Drinks
Coffee
Latte

M £1.50 NM £2.20

Cappuccino

M £1.50 NM £2.20

Americano

M £1.00 NM £2.00

Flat White

M £1.50 NM £2.20

Espresso

M £1.00 NM £1.50

Café Mocha

M £1.60 NM £2.30

Extra Shot of Coffee £0.40p

Hot Chocolate

With Soy Milk Add £0.40

Flavoured Syrup £0.50

M £1.50 NM £2.50

Tea
Breakfast Tea

Mug M £1.00

NM £1.20

Small Pot M £2.00

NM £2.50

Speciality Tea

Mug M £1.50

NM £2.00

Large Pot M £2.50

NM £3.00

Keemun (Chinese black tea, light and refreshing)| Russian Caravan (Chinese black tea blend, smoked) | Earl Grey
We have a full range of Pukka fruit, herbal and green teas—look on the shelf behind the counter!

Cold Drinks
Choose from our Refrigerated Selection

£1 Cans

£1.50 Bottles

We do...


Outside catering for meetings, parties and events



Inside catering and room hire for up to 100 people—space
suitable for workshops, training, performances and seminars

Ask at the counter for more details

